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Summary
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Marshall 5
3
Notes in bundles and loose. This important section contains
Marshall's later working notes. Many of them are undated, but
on the whole they appear to date from the late 1880's
onwards. Many of them are on small sheets of paper with
punched filing holes through the top left corner. It is likely that
these notes were kept by Marshall in the large number of
small drawers that appear in the background of some late
photographs of him at home.
These notes have been listed in some detail, so that
researchers can best locate pages relating to their subject.
Often single pages may be within a very large, mixed bundle.
THIS SECTION HAS BEEN LISTED IN THE ORDER IN
WHICH THE PRESENT ARCHIVIST FOUND IT.

Identity code

Marshall 5/1

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (1)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
1923.9.26

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Academic notes

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Material for Ye Summary of A.M. hys Utterances

Content
Summary
Summary

Very late notes connected with Marshall's proposed volume
on economic progress.
1 p. title sheet in red ink on reverse of note on chief aim of
economic science; 3 pp. headed 'Constructive and restrictive
influences of competition,' which give Marshall's definition of
fair price, reasons why competition tends to set up fair level of
prices. Examines inequality of people's prospects in light of
parental wealth. Last page originally headed 'Economic
Progress: Concluding Observations', on reverse is deleted list
of new order of proposed book.

Person
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Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Physical descript
Summary

Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

1 title sheet 127 mm x 203 mm, 3 sheets blue foolscap
Cover sheet very dirty and creased, torn top left corner, ink
blot on 1st blue sheet
Red Box 1 was wooden-sided box 310 mm x 395 mm x 53
mm deep, bottom and hinged top of red cloth-covered card.
Sides covered with brown and black marbled paper. Hinged
side reinforced with cream cloth, mended with additional
fabric. Manufactured by Henry Stone and Son, Banbury. Side
opposite hinge labelled by Marshall "Progress and Ideals" on
blue paper, hinge side has "Last Book" in ink. Label on lid in
Marshall's hand has been torn off. Remaining text as
photocopy. Box disposed of 14.7.1998.

Identity code

Marshall 5/2/1

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (2)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
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Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
1910

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Academic notes

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title
Content
Summary

Free field
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Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Publication record
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Related material
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3 pp. statistics in red ink made by Marshall, probably from
Ethel M. Elderton and Karl Pearson 'A first study of the
influence of parental alcoholism on the physique and ability of
the offspring.' On reverse of one sheet is draft page of
Marshall's letter to 'Times' on Pearson's conclusion that
parental intemperance has no causal relation to filial
degeneration, as reiterated in recent memoir of Galton
Laboratory. Text most closely ressembles Marshall's
published letter of ?4 August 1910.
Elderton, Ethel M. & Pearson, Karl

3 sheets foolscap
Creased, otherwise sound
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Marshall 5/2/2

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (2)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Descriptor
Date

Writer for the Cambridge Review
Whetham, William Cecil Dampier & Dampier, William Cecil
SEE Whetham
College lecturer in Natural Science and Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge
1910.6.16

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Printed publication
Periodical

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Heredity and environment

Content
Summary

Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Related material
Type
Reference number

Pages 493-6 torn from The Cambridge Review for article
'Heredity and Environment' by William Cecil Dampier
Whetham [writing as W.C.D.W.] on work of [Ethel M.] Elderton
and [Karl] Pearson and [David] Heron published in Eugenics
Laboratory Memoirs.
Elderton, Ethel M. & Pearson, Karl & Heron, David

2 sheets 217 mm x 285 mm torn from printed volume
Creased on folds, torn edge
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Marshall 5/2/3

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (2)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
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Name
Descriptor
Date

Writer
Keynes, John Maynard
1910.7

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Printed publication
Journal offprint

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Reviews of statistical and economic books

Content
Summary

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Related material
Type
Reference number

Keynes' highly critical review of 'A first study of the influence
of parental alcoholism on the physique and ability of the
offspring' by Ethel M. Elderton and Karl Pearson, reprinted
from 'Journal of the Royal Statistical Society', Vol.73, part 7
(July 1910), pp. 769-773.
Elderton, Ethel M. & Pearson, Karl

2 sheets folded to Demy Octavo 140 mm x 217 mm, stitched
Creased vertically down centre, otherwise sound

Identity code

Marshall 5/2/4

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (2)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Descriptor
Date

Writer
Pearson, Karl
Director of The Francis Galton Eugenics Laboratory,
University College London
1910.9?

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Printed publication
Pamphlet

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Content
Summary

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Related material
Type
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Questions of the Day and of the Fray, No. 1. Supplement to
the Memoir entitled: The Influence of Parental Alcoholism on
the Physique and Ability of the Offspring, A Reply to the
Cambridge Economists
Pamphlet published under auspices of Department of Applied
Mathematics, University College, London which refutes in
detail John Maynard Keynes' and Alfred Marshall's criticisms
of Pearson and Elderton's work.
Lengthy annotations by Marshall.
Marshall, Alfred & Keynes, John Maynard

26 pp. stitched octavo pamphlet with brown paper cover
Sound

Identity code

Marshall 5/2/5

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (2)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
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Descriptor
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Writer
Keynes, John Maynard
1911

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Printed publication
Journal offprint

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Influence of Parental Alcoholism

Content
Summary

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Related material
Type
Reference number

Text of letter from Keynes to Editors of 'Journal of Royal
Statistical Society', replying to Karl Pearson's criticism of
Keynes' review of 'The Influence of Parental Alcoholism on the
Physique and Ability of the Offspring'. Originally published in
Vol. 74, part 1 (Dec 1910), pp. 114-121, reprinted for private
circulation.
Pearson, Karl & Elderton, Ethel M.

8 pp. stitched octavo pamphlet, glued into blue paper cover
Sound
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Marshall 5/2/6

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (2)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Descriptor
Date

Writers
Sturge, Mary Darby & Horsley, Victor Alexander Haden, Sir
Doctor of Medicine & Emeritus Professor of Clinical Surgery
and Consulting Surgeon at University College Hospital,
London
1911.1.14

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Printed publication
Journal offprint

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Content
Summary
Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Related material
Type
Reference number

On Some of the Biological and Statistical Errors in the Work
on Parental Alcoholism by Miss Elderton and Professor Karl
Pearson
Considers Pearson's work seriously flawed, has issued
'statistically undemonstrable statements'. Detailed 30 page
article originally published in 'British Medical Journal'.
Pearson, Karl & Elderton, Ethel M.

30 pp. octavo pamphlet stapled into grey card cover
Rusty staples removed 3 Dec 1997, otherwise sound

Identity code

Marshall 5/2/7

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (2)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name

Date

Writers
Marshall, Alfred & Pearson, Karl & Galton, Francis & Sturge,
Mary Darby & Horsley, Victor Alexander Haden, Sir & Donkin,
H.B. & Crackanthorpe, Montague & Whittaker, Thomas P. &
Pigou, Arthur Cecil
1910.5.21-1913.8.12

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Printed publication
Newspaper cuttings

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title
Content
Summary

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Related material
Type
Reference number

Envelope headed 'Karl Pearson on Wage Statistics and
Alcoholism' containing 32 press cuttings from duration of
controversy. Mainly correspondence from 'Times', also some
articles. Two cuttings sent to Marshall by Romeike and Curtice
Press agency.
Envelope annotated 'May interest J.M.K[eynes]' by Marshall

32 newspaper cuttings, remains of brown A5 envelope
Envelope very poor, in two pieces. Cuttings generally sound,
few acidic

Identity code

Marshall 5/3/1

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (3)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
Undated

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Draft chapter

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title
Content
Summary

Summary

Free field
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Role
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

Book I Ways and means of E[conomic] P[rogress] ch[apter] I
Introductory
Cover outlines Marshall's plan for proposed book on
'Economic Progress'. To be in 3 books, covering ways and
means, functions of Government in relation to Economic
Progress and possibilities of economic future.
Draft chapter I for Book I, 'Unity in variety of economic
progress'. Defines human and economic progress, covers
recent changes in working patterns due to mechanisation in all
areas, joint stock companies etc. Heavily amended, with
different series of page numbers.
Note on front that Chapter II is on large paper at bottom of box

29 loose sheets (blue or white) approx 105 mm x 200 mm,
with punched filing hole in top left corner threaded with cotton
string. Within dark brown paper covers
Covers worn around filing hole and on edges. Number of ink
blots

Identity code

Marshall 5/3/2

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (3)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
1920.7.23

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Draft chapter

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title
Content
Summary

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

[Book] I Chapter IV. Some influences of economic progress
on the quality of life
First page has title as 'Influences of well directed organized
effort on the Quality of Life' before 2 page outline of 5
sections. Text has chapter numbered as V, not IV. Sections
cover distribution of progressive industries between nations
and reason for this, advantages of lower transport costs and
improved communications, necessary leadership qualities in
industry, how machines relieve workers of physical strain.
Cover annotated by Mary Paley Marshall 'This was written in
1920, during his last visit to Tyrol, and while waiting for lost
luggage (containing books and MSS) to turn up.'
Marshall, Mary Paley

39 loose sheets (torn from larger sheets) approx 105 mm x
175 mm, with punched filing hole in top left corner threaded
with cotton string. Within dark brown paper covers
Covers worn around filing hole. Sheets have at least 2 torn
edges. Number of ink blots

Identity code

Marshall 5/3/3

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (3)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
1920.7.23 [deleted]

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Draft chapter

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Chapter V Relations of cause and effect between man's
character and his industrial conditions

Title

The possible future of industry and trade

Content
Summary

Summary

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary

Condition
Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

Apparently title page only for first chapter listed. Page bearing
title 'The possible future of industry and trade' states this is
last chapter of the volume, possibly to be amalgamated with
preceding chapter.
Text covers idealism and self-sacrifice, desire for material well
being, private versus collective wealth. Marshall believed
government enterprise should extend in future, as should
university education and study of recent discoveries about
natural world. Malthus' warnings of overpopulation may have
an element of truth in them. Outlines general ideas of future
economic progress.
Cover annotated by Mary Paley Marshall 'This was written at
St Martins, Tyrol in 1920, when his books and MSS had not
arrived.'
Marshall, Mary Paley

Total 25 loose sheets, 18 approx 105 mm x 175 mm, 3 168
mm x 252 mm, 4 168 x 96 mm or smaller, all with punched
filing hole in top left corner threaded with cotton string. Within
dark brown paper covers
Covers and folded sheets worn around filing hole. Sheets
have at least 2 torn edges. Number of ink blots

Identity code

Marshall 5/4/1

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (4)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
1889.1.3-1910.3.5

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Academic notes

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

India

Content
Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

Loose cover sheet and 13 sections of notes, mainly used for
Marshall's evidence to Indian Currency Commission in 1899,
but also some from period of his 'Memorandum on the Fiscal
Policy of International Trade' (1903) and later.
41 pp. notes for Indian Currency Commission evidence
(Jan-Feb 1899) relating to questions 1,17-23, with some
mounted printed text; 12 pp. same headed 'Silver and Prices:
Indian Trade and exchange' for questions 18, 22; 7 pp.
untitled on hoarding money; 4 pp. dated 5 Mar 1910 on Indian
trade from [H.B.] Lees Smith 'India and the Tariff Problem'
(1909).
3 pp. dated 27 May 1899 headed 'for Book XI Indian
Countervailing duties on sugar'; 10 pp. headed 'Indian
Currency problem' for question 16; 13 pp. headed 'Discount
and Exchange' for question 8; 16 pp. headed 'Indian Currency'
which were used for paragraph 11,770 of Marshall's evidence;
9 pp. from 1909 of general points and questions.
8 pp. headed 'Silver and Prices' about relationship between
wheat and silver prices ?for question 22, citing others'
evidence to the Commission and cutting from 'Times' of 3 Jan
1889 on farmers and bimetallism; 7 pp. from 1903 headed
'Gold and silver countries trade, and customs' and 'Currencies
and International Trade'.
14 pp. notes on bimetallism and international trade, some
from lectures on exchanges; 4 pp. headed 'App[endix] XVI
towards end, danger to silver from notes printed on ebonite, to
be taken in connection with bimetallism'; postcard originally
addressed to John Maynard Keynes from Marshall (addressee
deleted) giving details of lack of effect of bad weather on
Indian crop prices in India, 1903-8, citing published works.
Keynes, John Maynard & Lees Smith, H.B.

150 loose sheets approx 107 mm x 205 mm, punched filing
hole in top left corner, threaded with cotton string to separate
sections, 1 postcard 88 mm x 140 mm.
Few sheets dirty, otherwise sound

Identity code

Marshall 5/4/2

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (3) [part]

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
1911.8.26 and undated

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Academic notes

Acquisition
Summary

Found with notes on progress and ideals in Red Box 1 (3)

Title

Gold and Silver Trade Competition

Content
Summary

Summary

White envelope with title in blue pencil; 6 pp. (1 folded) torn
from notebook (numbered 17-18, 21-25), 1 on hypothetical
case of Indian exporter getting fewer pounds sterling for his
rands when selling calico, 5 headed 'P.E.C.' giving answer to
question 'What truth is there in the common opinion that the
imports into a country are greatly discouraged and the exports
from it are greatly encouraged by a fall in the value of the
currency relatively to those of other countries'.
2 pp. Balliol Croft embossed paper, one outlining result of
Government refusing to sell bills on India and therefore
increasing inducements to English exporter to send goods
there, one quoting article on trade between gold and silver
countries from 'Statist', 15 Oct 1892.

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

5 lined sheets approx 115 mm x 185 mm, 1 folded sheet twice
this size, 2 embossed folded sheets 178 mm x 225 mm when
open, envelope 120 mm x 190 mm
Rough edges to pages torn from notebook, envelope torn
down sides, otherwise sound

Identity code

Marshall 5/5/1

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (3) [part]

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
1896-

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Academic notes

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Ethics - economic problems

Content
Summary

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

2 pp. (numbered 67-8 in blue pencil) summarising 11 points
for consideration. Topics include personal freedom to spend,
community responsibility for unemployed, the old and poor
children, rules with regard to consumption of alcohol,
gambling, morality of competition. Cites L[eslie] Stephen
'Social Rights and Duties: addresses to ethical societies'
(1896).
Stephen, Leslie

2 sheets 126 mm x 203 mm torn from notebook
Torn left edges, rust mark from paperclip
Verbatim transcript
Groenewegen, Peter, 'A Soaring Eagle: Alfred Marshall
1842-1924', (Aldershot, 1995), pp. 729-730.

Identity code

Marshall 5/5/2

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (3) [part]

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Printed publication
Page proof

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title
Content
Summary

1 page (numbered 0157) printed proof ? from Marshall's work
on fact increased demand for manufactured products initially
always raises prices. Marshall has heavily annotated the text
and notes that sheet is only worth keeping for mss. additions.

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

1 p. 214 mm x 343 mm
Very poor. Top and bottom left corners missing. Adhesive
tape repairs to bottom have marked paper, part is detached

Identity code

Marshall 5/5/3

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (3) [part]

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Academic notes

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

(4) The psychological basis of economics must include the
action of many classes of motives including ethical motives.

Title

(5) The nature of a balance between Utility and Disutility.

Content
Summary

Free field

Discusses the fact that educated workers in Western world will
work longer hours than are strictly necessary to provide for
their families in event of their death. Western world dominated
by moral motives. Applies terms Utility and Disutility to a
man's work, giving example of private tutor taking on one
more pupil. Admits one should not look for a theory of wages
in relationship between real cost of labour and its
remuneration.
Pages numbered in blue pencil 21-28. Top sheet annotated by
Marshall 'Probably S[ave?] 16.2.24'.

Person
Role
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

8 pp. 215 mm x 265 mm, rough filing hole in top left corner
Last three sheets poor, dirty, torn on edges, two have bottom
right corner missing

Identity code

Marshall 5/5/4

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (3) [part]

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
1891.9

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Draft article

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Rehab[ilitatio]n of R[icard]o

Title

Ricardo's Theory of Value

Content
Summary

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

Draft riposte by Marshall to [William James] Ashley's criticism
of his views on Ricardo as set out in 'Principles'. Ashley's
article was published in 'Economic Journal', vol. 1, Sept. 1891,
pp.474-89.
Marshall never published this, but incorporated his views in
later editions of 'Principles'.
Ashley, William James & Ricardo, David

6 sheets 225 mm x 286 mm within folded cover sheet same
size
Rough edges at top and down one side, cover sheet dirty
Reference
Groenewegen, Peter, 'A Soaring Eagle: Alfred Marshall
1842-1924', (Aldershot, 1995), p. 418 note.

Identity code

Marshall 5/6

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (3) [part]

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
1903.1-1924.2.17

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Academic notes

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title
Content
Summary
Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition

Dated notes for Marshall's last proposed volume on economic
progress. Many short sections, most dealing with ideas of
opportunity and progress.
1 p. each on: water power, citing civil engineers presidential
address as published Jan. 1903, 'attainable ideals' listing 7
points, educational aims including 'to make academics real,
and businessmen idealistic', social optimism, Marshall's
interpretation of equation for greatest welfare of greatest
number, comment on Jevons' standards of want,
characteristics of aging men as 'extinct volcanoes'.
3 pp. on progress, covering acceptance of new ideas and
possible ways of reducing inequality; 4 pp. 'ultimate aims'
giving definition that 'every one should work up to that limit at
which any further exertion would cost him more than the
equivalent of the value of his work to the rest of the world',
includes 'Times' cutting on increased efficiency of Rand
miners when threatened with unemployment; 7 pp.
miscellaneous notes on why old should converse with young,
but should abstain from controlling them, the economic value
of length of life, wealth owners (including women) should be
made to contribute to public income, vitality not enjoyment
should be our aim, social discord is inherent in any society not
absolutely devoted to social good.
2 pp. on realizable social ideals, written at St. Martin Aug.
1920, referring to universal intellectual opportunities now
available; 3 pp. 'practical possibilities' outlining educational
provision by aptitude, 'only exceptional national genius for art
should receive special privileges' and 'insurance to be
compulsory on all but the very poorest'.
6 pp. (?incomplete) 'possibilities of a benevolent autocrat',
which discusses population growth in various economic
situations and fact that autocrat could adjust others' income to
increase aggregate wellbeing; 1 p. on decline of monotony in
modern life, especially in factory work, includes Marshall's
comment 'The most monotonous occupation I know is walking
in the dark. I have found it the best time for thinking'.
4 pp. on desirability of equality in certain aspects of life, citing
[A] Hook, 'The social and industrial problem' (1921); 5 pp. first
headed 'ultimate aims' that should be available to all, then
incomplete section on social order and Marxism.
6 pp. on ideals, written at Hunstanton Mar 1922, including
definitions of an ideal, work and idea that development
requires increase in energy of population; 6 pp. 'wellbeing: its
nature and its conditions' on health, progress and their
connection with economic studies; 1 p. each on mental
progress, comment on labour notes, possible public well-being
committee, improvement in the use of wealth.
Hook, A.

58 sheets 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top left corner,
sections threaded with cotton string, 1 small title sheet
Generally sound

Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

Verbatim transcript of f. 5 ultimate aims
Groenewegen, Peter, 'A Soaring Eagle: Alfred Marshall
1842-1924', (Aldershot, 1995), p. 728.
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Marshall 5/7

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (3) [part]

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
1901.10.20-1923.4.18

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Academic notes

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Various

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary
Summary

Free field
Person
Name
Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

Dated drafts and notes on evolution, utopia and the future for
Marshall's proposed last volume on economic progress.
8 pp. headed 'limits to mans subordination to evolutionary
tendencies', citing work of [Carl] Knies and [Friedrich] List.
Annotated by Marshall 1907-23 as to where it was to appear;
17 pp. on 'machinery and life' apparently used for speech to
Nonconformists Union 20 Oct 1901; 2 pp. introductory notes
on Marshall's lecture course from 1906, including comment on
evolution and the greatest happiness of the greatest number,
annotated in 1920.
5 pp. Marshall's view of utopia, everyone rendering their best
to community; 17 pp. headed 'absolute Utopia'; 3 pp. 'Ye route
to ordered progress towards Utopia'.
6 pp. headed 'The outlook'; 1 p. on future of science; 6 pp. on
future of mankind; 7 pp. on future, including ideas on use of
electricity from renewable energy sources, graduated child
allowance and taxation; 3 pp. on probable future of agricultural
products, citing [Roger Hardham] Hooker in 'Statistical
Journal' 1909; 4 pp. on possible future democratic control of
industry; 1 p. headed 'the past, the present and the future',
mainly on idea of progress; 4 pp. on social order, citing works
of George Bernard Shaw and [Werner] Sombart.
Knies, Carl & List, Friedrich & Hooker, Roger Hardham &
Shaw, George Bernard & Sombart, Werner
Nonconformists Union
84 sheets, 67 sheets approx 200 mm x 126 mm, 17 approx
100 mm x 125 mm. Most have punched filing holes in top left
corner, sections tied with cotton string
Sound

Identity code

Marshall 5/8

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (5)

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writer
Marshall, Alfred
1902.5.19-1922.10.7

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Academic notes

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Method

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary

Free field
Person
Name

Mainly dated notes on method, some of which are annotated
for possible use in Marshall's proposed volume on economic
progress.
1 p. on contrast between applied economics and political
economy; 1 p. on progressive nature of science; 4 pp. on what
social sciences most want to learn from physical sciences,
economists from other scientists; 7 pp. Marshall's views on
development of term 'marginal utility' in economics, citing work
of von Thunen, Cournot and Jevons; 10 pp. headed
'probability as the rule of life and thought'; 3 pp. headed 'mere
facts are treacherous'; 10 pp. on business motives; 3 pp. on
cause and effect in economic history; 14 pp. on international
statistics of consumption, citing [Pierre Emile] Levasseur, and
family as unit of income from 'Memoranda and Statistical
Tables of British and Foreign Trade and Industry' 1905 [Cd.
2337].
3 pp. on nature of economic history; 1 p. note on parallel
curves in diagrams; 3 pp. on importance of Adam Smith
'Wealth of Nations'; 1 p. note on line statistics; 6 pp. on
relations between the physical and the social sciences; 1 p.
Marshall's definition of a 'well to do' man; 5 pp. on social and
mental growth of society; 2 pp. problems of statistics on urban
growth and international trade; 16 pp. on interpretation of
statistics, benefits of foreign trade, individual versus collective
interests of foreign trade; 1 p. section heading 'money and
banking', no notes attached.
Thunen, Johann Heinrich von & Jevons, William Stanley &
Cournot, Antoine Augustin & Levasseur, Pierre Emile & Smith,
Adam

Subject keywords
Physical descript
Summary
Condition
Publication record
Type
Reference
Related material
Type
Reference number

93 sheets approx 200 mm x 125 mm, with filing hole in top left
corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Some sheets dirty on edges, rust marks from paperclips
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Marshall 5/9

Previous number

Marshall Red Box 1 (3) [part]

Description level

4

Record creation
Person
Role
Name
Date

Writers
Marshall, Alfred & Marshall, Mary Paley
1922.12.11 and undated

Document form
Record type
Specific type

Notes
Academic notes

Acquisition
Summary

Not known

Title

Progress. Ideals

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Miscellaneous undated notes on progress and ideals for
Marshall's proposed volume on economic progress.
1 p. definition of the ideal and the attainable; 1 p. Marshall's
assumptions on true aims of human life; 4 pp. (incomplete),
first headed 'ideals' then 3 on progress and the common good
in society; 1 p. (numbered 2) on ideal being vigour and life
rather than comfort; 1 p. (numbered 3) on aim of self-respect
and freedom; 1 p. on prosperity of races having social virtues;
1 p. mounted note Marshall's definition of person's rights.
1 p. on transport industries, annotated 'comes early'; 1 p. on
large-scale production; 1 p. comments on socialism; 1 p.
headed 'Things are in the saddle and ride mankind' on
elasticity of wants; 2 pp. (incomplete) much amended notes
on development of custom, as applied to beavers' dams.
4 pp. on possibilities of future social equality; 2 pp. on pay
differentials, equality slackening energy; 2 pp. on desire for
greater personal wealth; 1 p. on supply of labour of Roman
Catholic countries; 1 p. on grouping of occupations; 4 pp. on
how to estimate the importance of an industry; 1 p. Mary
Marshall's notes on localisation of industry from 'Report of
Commission on Technical Instruction' 1884 [see additional
notes in Marshall 4/25].
22 pp. headed 'to what extent is it desirable and practicable to
subordinate economic rights to economic duties?', dealing
particularly with trade unions and annotated 'for the last essay
11.12.22'.
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54 loose sheets, 22 sheets 178 mm x 113 mm and 32 approx.
203 mm x 128 mm. Most have punched filing hole top left
corner, sections tied with cotton string
Some sheets dirty, with rust marks from paperclips, otherwise
sound
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Notes which appear to have been intended for preface to
Marshall's proposed book on economic progress.
10 pp. headed 'Progress. Its economic conditions.
Autobiographical notes'. Originally written for 'Industry and
Trade', then proposed for 'Economic Progress'. Incomplete
description of how scope and scale of Marshall's writing
changed, mainly 1903-; 3 pp. much amended notes on
changing nature of economists; 1 p. on greatest happiness of
greatest number; 1 p. with amended heading 'ultimate aims of
social philosopher'; 5 pp. headed 'unsuitability of early
economic history for training exact thought'.
10 pp. on place of emotion and reason in work of economist,
including points on evolution, laissez faire, fatalism, freedom,
nature (some have lecture numbers on them); 10 pp. on study
of simple cases leading to discovery of fundamental laws,
citing work of [John Stuart] Mill and [David] Ricardo.
Mill, John Stuart & Ricardo, David

40 sheets approx 205 mm x 127 mm, filing hole top left
corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Few shets dirty on edges, rust marks from paperclips
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Typescript and MS material on larger than average paper
sizes, probably all for proposed book on economic progress.
4 pp. (folded) within cover sheet headed 'The Future. IV
Secular changes in forms of business. Tendencies to
Combination'. Covers factors of production, demand; 7 pp.
(within folded cover sheet) for appendix on utilitarianism, a
'summum bonun' including Marshall's equations, citing
[Jeremy] Bentham and [Francis Ysidro] Edgeworth; 1 p. on
possible future problem of world population growth.
8 pp. typescript (pages numbered with prefix GB or GC, with
Marshall's ms. amendments) headed 'For Book VI The Future'
on recent change in the structure of industry, 'class' in society,
trade unions, Socialism; 3 pp. for Book V on economic ideals
and tendencies towards their realization; 1 p. typescript
(numbered 104a) on material progress in USA; 7 pp. from
different times on economists and socialists, Bolshevism and
Socialism, [William] Morris's views on life without art being
worthless [copy by Mary Paley Marshall in Marshall 5/L],
national socialism.
Bentham, Jeremy & Edgeworth, Francis Ysidro & Morris,
William
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33 sheets of varying size, from 187 mm x 76 mm to 237 mm x
332 mm. Some have filing hole top left corner
Generally poor. Cover sheets dirty and worn on edges. Typing
paper creased on edges
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Mainly Mary Marshall's travel notes from 1880's, giving details
of factory visits by Marshalls. These do not appear to have
been intended for use in proposed book on economic
progress.
2 pp. early notes on art by Alfred using German definitions; 4
pp. copy by Mary Marshall of Alfred's notes on [William]
Morris's view that life without art is not worth living [see
Marshall 5/J].
7 pp. Mary Marshall's notes on their visit to Worcester,
Wedgwood and Brown Westead [reading unclear] potteries,
and Wolverhampton area, probably 1883. Includes details of
conditions in pottery factories, women's work, price and
demand especially American, localisation, toolmaking.
8 pp. Mary Marshall's notes on travels in north of England,
Aug-Sep 1885. Numerous visits to works, including copper
and coal mines, slate quarry, furniture factory, spinning and
weaving mills, type-founding and cutlery works. Included 1
week in Blackpool, Lancashire and 2 at Aysgarth, Yorkshire.
4 pp. Mary Marshall's notes on travels in north-east England,
Sep 1888, returning to Cambridge via Leicester. Includes
visits to iron works, docks at Hartlepool, boot factory; 1 p.
mounted notebook pages notes on Cardigan, Wales.
Bundle originally tied with red tape
Morris, William

26 sheets of various sizes, mainly 228 mm x 142 mm. Some
folded
Poor. Travel notes cover pages badly foxed. Edges of some
sheets badly worn
Partial transcripts
Groenewegen, Peter, 'A Soaring Eagle: Alfred Marshall
1842-1924', (Aldershot, 1995), pp. 208-213
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Note attached to papers that they were deposited by C.W.
Guillebaud, date unknown
Channel Islands. Parrog Sewin fishing
Mary Marshall's travel notes, mainly on Pembrokeshire sea
fishing industry.
1 p. (folded) reused title sheet, originally for notes on women's
production and employment with additional notes on women in
Chicago and from [Paul] Leroy-Beaulieu; 3 pp. Mary
Marshall's notes on production and trade on Channel Islands
from [David Thomas] Ansted and [Robert Gordon] Latham
'The Channel Islands' (1862).
6 pp. Mary's notes on women sewin (salmon trout) fishers and
agricultural workers in west Wales. Fishing notes are very
detailed account of how sewin fishing was organised; 1 p.
(folded) notes on fishing in Parrog [Pembrokeshire],
particularly the financial aspects, women's wages etc.; 3 pp.
further notes on sewin fishing, which partly repeat others, and
on agriculture, describing labourers being taken to Parrog for
week's holiday between hay and corn harvest.
Alfred wrote only part of folder heading
Leroy-Beaulieu, Paul & Ansted, David Thomas & Latham,
Robert Gordon
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13 pp. of various sizes, mainly 144 mm x 227 mm, within
folded cover sheet
Worn on edges, cover sheet dirty
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Accounting

Content
Summary
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Summary

Notes on accounting which were probably used in the writing
of 'Industry and Trade' and 'Money Credit and Commerce'.
Brown open-ended envelope labelled 'Accounting', also
'Interest and Profits' in pencil which contained; 1 p. blue title
sheet 'J[oint] S[tock] Co., Stock Exchange, Accounting' on
reverse of brief outline in red ink of Marshall's proposed
'Economic Progress'; 3 pp. (from different times) on goodwill,
including definition; 2 pp. (numbered 5-6) hypothetical
question on ? goodwill; 1 p. case of man making profit by
buying property when value rising; 1 p. 'years purchase of
goodwill'; 4 pp. headed 'what is the divisible profit of a J[oint]
S[tock] Co.'; 2 pp. on watering stock; 1 p. on depreciation.
4 pp. on weaknesses of joint stock companies; 4 pp. on
discords of interest and auditors' duties in joint stock
companies; 3 pp. on joint stock companies and co-operation;
4 pp. on reforms of companies; 2 pp. on companies and
organized markets, discords and frauds; 1 p. on produce
markets.
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33 sheets, 29 are 202 mm x 127 mm, 4 are half this size.
Most sheets have filing hole top left corner, sections threaded
with cotton string
Mainly sound. Some early pages are discoloured and look
acidic
Red Box 2 was wooden-sided box 310 mm x 395 mm x 53
mm deep, bottom and hinged top (with overlapping flaps) of
red cloth-covered card. Sides covered with brown and black
marbled paper. Hinged side reinforced with cream cloth,
mended with additional fabric. Manufactured by Henry Stone
and Son, Banbury. Side opposite hinge labelled by Marshall
"Money Banking etc" on blue paper, hinge side has blue label
with illegible text crossed out in ink. Label on lid in Marshall's
hand "Money and Banking Exchanges". Typed contents list
with biro annotations by Rita McWilliams Tullberg stuck to
inside lid. Box disposed of 14.7.1998.
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Notes on speculation which were probably used in the writing
of 'Industry and Trade' and 'Money Credit and Commerce'.
Brown open-ended envelope with deleted list of contents on
reverse containing; 1 p. on wholesome and malignant
speculation; 1 p. reference to article on Berlin stock exchange
fluctuations 1921, deleted outline of 'Book I' on reverse; 1 p.
quote on speculation from [Andrew] Carnegie 'The Empire of
Business' (1902 edition); 1 p. on capitalization in companies
owning minerals citing work of [?Alexander] Schwab; 1 p. on
company capitalization citing others' work; 1 p. on frauds; 1 p.
reference to 'stag-ing' on Stock Exchange; 1 p. on speculation
in W.African gold mines; 4 pp. on capitalization, fraud,
incomplete note on moving bullion and foreign currency
dealing.
1 p. on South African shares after fall of Ladysmith; 8 pp. on
speculation in all transactions, supply and demand, function
on speculation citing [Henry Crosby] Emery 'Speculation on
the stock and produce exchanges of the USA' (1896); 6 pp. on
USA stock market, citing ?Corner's work on Wall Street and
an article.
Carnegie, Andrew & Schwab, Alexander & Emery, Henry
Crosby & Corner?
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27 sheets, 21 approx. 202 mm x 127 mm, 6 are 145 mm x 225
mm. All sheets have filing hole top left corner, sections
threaded with cotton string
Larger sheets have rough edges, otherwise sound
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Notes on Joint Stock Companies which were probably used in
the writing of 'Industry and Trade' and 'Money Credit and
Commerce'.
Brown open-ended envelope containing 40 pp.(1 blank) tied
together, with small blue sheet 'provisionally ejected' on top;
33 pp. detailed and much amended draft with footnotes
headed 'Notes on some abuses connected with Joint Stock
Companies and stock exchanges', some text is mounted,
some in Mary Paley Marshall's hand.
1 p. incomplete text on market for securities with footnote
giving equation for value of stock; 1 p. on frauds of Joint Stock
mining companies; 3 pp. on 'watering' of companies; 1 p. on
sympathy between stock exchange securities, citing
'Economist' article of 27 May 1905.
Envelope is annotated 'References that may..or..must be
looked up on return from Seavale' [Wareham, Dorset]. This is
therefore 1921-3, but does not appear to relate to present
contents.
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41 sheets, 38 are 202 mm x 130 mm, 3 are smaller including
card 114 mm x 92 mm
Some sheets have rough edges, otherwise sound
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Notes probably used in the writing of 'Industry and Trade' and
'Money Credit and Commerce'.
Small blue cover sheet 'The folly of amateur speculators
makes the fortunes of professionals. The wiles of some
professionals'; 23 pp. with later pencilled heading 'Divergence
of interests of professional speculators from those of the
general public'.
Three pages from end is small blue sheet of 19 July 1922.
Marshall finds this bundle very interesting, had forgotten its
contents, but cannot now bring it up to date.
4 pp. on how a railroad keeps its accounts
Loose bundles, not in envelope

29 sheets of various sizes, most 202 mm x 130 mm., filing
hole top left corner, 2 sections threaded with cotton string
Sound
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Notes on banking which were probably used in the writing of
'Industry and Trade' and 'Money, Credit and Commerce'.
2 pp. headed 'rate of discount'; 14 pp. headed 'Bank policy in
regard to fluctuation'; 14 pp. notes originally used for 2
lectures Nov-Dec 1904 headed 'Tooke proved rise of prices
generally preceded increase of issue. Does that invalidate
Q[uantit]y Theory and Bank Act?'; 4 pp. on banks' need for till
money to deal with investors' demands, citing work of
[Richard] Cantillon; 2 pp. on percentage of assets banks hold
in currency, annotated 'to be used in chapter on Bank money';
4 pp. on fundamental objections to 1844 Bank Act and
regulation of currency.
3 pp. on adjustments of capital and credit; 3 pp. on J.
Riesser's work on long term industrial credit, banking
amalgamations; 1 p. on interest and discount; 2 pp. on spread
of banking to agricultural areas; 5 pp. on banking
amalgamation from article by Addison? in July 1918
'Edinburgh Review'; 7 pp. on desirability of credit control; 5 pp.
of copy typescript numbered 17-21 on supply and demand for
gold and its value, attached to 1 p. international nature of gold
prices.
3 pp. on deposits from work of [Walter] Bagehot; 1 p. on
German credit from ?Frankfort Report 1908; 1 p. (mounted)
on equation for deposits from French publication; 2 pp.
headed 'bank money'; 3 pp. on credit policy, banks and
interest; 26 pp. from different times on banking money, how
deposits grow (page in Mary Marshall's hand); 1 p. mounted
cutting Bank of England weekly account figures; 2 pp. on
discount; 1 p. on banks' amalgamation; 6 pp. on bank and
railway companies' profit in relation to rate of discount (4 pp.
quotes in unknown hand); 1 p. national credit as an asset; 11
pp. on warehousing; 5 pp. on quantity of gold and rate of
interest.
Cantillon, Richard & Riesser, J. & Bagehot, Walter

131 sheets, mainly 202 mm x 127 mm, most have filing hole
top left corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Some sheets dirty with rough edges, otherwise sound
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Notes on money used in writing of 'Money Credit and
Commerce'.
1 p. title page; 4 pp. on equilibrium of international trade
referring to [Joseph Shield] Nicholson, international money
market, influx of gold; 4 pp. on effects of increased gold
supplies; 3 pp. on international level of prices (refers to Book
X ch. VI); 14 pp. notes from two 1886 lectures to advanced
class on volume of money in relation to prices; 1 p. on how
inflation works citing 'Economist' article; 1 p. on currency and
rapidity of circulation; 1 p. on quantity of money and inflation; 3
pp. on quantity theory citing [Joseph Shield] Nicholson ('for E',
? an appendix).
2 pp. on international trade in different currencies; 1 p. on
capital invested abroad; 1 p. on profits of 2 countries (A and
B) trading bullion between mints; 1 p. on quantity theory in
relation to war citing [Thomas] Tooke; 1 p. on effects of
general rise of prices; 1 p. on interest and securities; 1 p.on
gold supply and rate of interest; 9 pp. on changes in
purchasing power of currency; 1 p. on influence of new gold
on prices; 5 pp. on rise in value of gold relating to Argentinian
dollar; 1 p. on hoarding of money in relation to rapidity of
circulation, citing [Edwin Walter] Kemmerer.
10 pp.(folded) on purchasing power of money; 16 pp. (folded,
some typescript) on inconvertible paper currency, headed
chapter VI but with Marshall's notes of 1895 and 1896 that
was leaving it to Book IX or X [of planned second volume of
'Principles']; 4 pp. on quantity theory of money; 14 pp. on
[Irving] Fisher's scheme for purchasing power of money,
changes in cost of transport, geometrical mean; 1 p. (folded)
on seignorage; 9 pp. headed 'Utopia' on currency and uniform
purchasing power (annotated by Mary Marshall that were
rejected from Book III of 'Money, Credit and Commerce' after
much hesitation).
Fisher, Irving & Kemmerer, Edwin Walter & Nicholson, Joseph
Shield & Tooke, Thomas
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110 sheets of various sizes, majority 202 mm x 125 mm,
others 203 mm x 268 mm, most with filing holes top left
corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Older sheets have rough or badly cut edges, some are dirty
Partial transcript of last section labelled Utopia
Groenewegen, Peter, 'A Soaring Eagle: Alfred Marshall
1842-1924', (Aldershot, 1995), p. 721
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28 pp. (numbered to 23 with insertions) Marshall's early essay
on money, dealing with the quantity theory. Some material
was re-used in 'Money Credit and Commerce', which probably
explains why it is with much later notes.
1 p. (numbered 4) note on quantity theory of money from
Bullion Report 1810; 2 pp. (folded) headed 'Hints. Money' on
rapidity of circulation and equation for this, using shells as unit
of wealth. Cites [John Stuart] Mill; 1 p. (folded) table of
fluctuations in prices of silver and wheat 1886-7; 6 pp.
(numbered 1, 3-7) early notes headed 'Influence of credit on
prices'.
Mill, John Stuart

38 sheets approx 142 mm x 233 mm or folded to this size
Dirty and worn on edges. Some sheets acidic and fragile
Verbatim transcript essay on money
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867- 1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol 1, pp.
165-76
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Brown envelope which contained 5/Q/1. Annotated by Alfred
Marshall 'Theory of Money MSS. about 1871'.
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Brown manila envelope 257 mm x 189 mm
Flap creased and slightly torn
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Content
Summary
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Summary
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Notes and large sections of draft chapters, probably intended
for unpublished second volume of 'Principles'.
1 p. reused title sheet on reverse of much annotated title page
of section on place of social sciences in the universe of
knowledge; 1 p. (folded) on exchanges between Austria and
Italy; 1 p. notes on influence of exchanges on prices citing
article by [Sydney John] Chapman and [Douglas] Knoop on
dealings on the cotton market, 'Statistical Journal' 1906; 1 p.
on exchanges and profits in Brazil; 1 p. on gold and silver
trade.
4 pp. headed 'The mere importer or mere exporter as
influenced by rates of exchange' annotated by Marshall that
deferred to Book IX or X of projected second volume of
'Principles'; 1 p. on importers which may be related to
previous 4 pp.; 3 pp. on foreign exchanges between
Scandinavia, Germany and Britain citing article in 'Economist'
17 Apr 1915.
26 pp. (including brown cover sheet dated 18 Dec 1908)
'materials for the last paragraph of B[ig] B[ook]' outlining what
Marshall wished to include and to combine it with chapter on
fluctuations. Covers England's international trade balance
c1850 onwards, international loans and crises, trade
fluctuations and the building trade. Cites work of [F] Schuster,
[Robert] Giffen, [Arthur Lyon] Bowley and [John William] Root.
54 pp. first section headed 'chapter VIII. The Foreign
Exchanges. Dissimilar currencies' [numerous changes to
chapter numbers within notes]. Deals with S. American trade
in particular. Then section of notes on silver, list of main
sections on exchanges, chapter VI on international trade using
Japanese examples, influence of foreign trade on the value of
inconvertible paper currency, chapter V on countries with
similar currencies.
Chapman, Sydney John & Knoop, Douglas & Schuster, F &
Giffen, Robert & Bowley, Arthur Lyon & Root, John William
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93 sheets of various sizes, mainly 202 mm x 125 mm or
embossed Balliol Croft paper 223 mm x 178 mm. Most have
filing hole top left corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Some sheets dirty or torn around filing hole
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Fluctuation & Fluctuations developing into crises

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary
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Notes on fluctuation probably used in writing of 'Money Credit
and Commerce'.
4 pp. notes from [Dennis Holme] Robertson 'A study of
Industrial Fluctuation...' (1915); 2 pp. on rising prices and
business energy; 2 pp. list 6 causes of fluctuation of prices in
the modern world; 1 p. on seasonal fluctuation of use of
currency; 1 p. on stocks of coin in financial crisis; 1 p. on
plasticity and seasonal variations; 1 p. on shipbuilding
fluctuations; 1 p. citing [Joseph Shield] Nicholson on wheat
and barley prices; 1 p. on wage fluctuation; 1 p. on high
wages stimulating use of improved machinery in industry; 1 p.
on fluctuations of particular industries and prices (lynch peg
commodities).
3 pp. on manipulation of crises; 1 p. on fluctuations of different
types of product; 1 p. on iron and steel fluctuations; 2 pp. on
fluctuation in USA citing works of [Roger Ward] Babson; 6 pp.
headed 'credit as a resource of business'.
Open-ended envelope containing: 6 pp. headed 'Crises:
overproduction'; 4 pp. headed 'Overproduction in our trade'.
Babson, Roger Ward & Nicholson, Joseph Shield &
Robertson, Dennis Holme
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39 pp. of various sizes, mostly 202 mm x 127 mm or 202 mm
x 255 mm, filing hole top left corner, sections threaded with
cotton string
Rust marks from paper clips, some sheets dirty
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Unemployment

Content
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Notes on unemployment possibly intended for use in planned
second volume of 'Principles'.
1 p. title sheet on reverse of heading for Book III of volume on
economic progress; 28 pp. on standardization of labour, trade
unions and the scale of industry, legitimate action of trade
unions, amalgamation and federation, sympathetic strikes.
Cites work of F.W. Taylor and [Sidney and Beatrice] Webb; 3
pp. on unemployment giving Marshall's ideas for philanthropic
works, including making parks; 1 p. on wheat and
employment; 3 pp. on influence of Metiers (gilds) in retarding
France, citing others' work.
6 pp. on base remedies for unemployment, including mounted
essay question; 1 p. on irregularity of employment citing [John
A.] Hobson 'The Evolution of Modern Capitalism'; 2 pp. on
government employment in times of depression; 17 pp.
including title sheet 'chapter VII employment', on varieties of
unemployment including influence of international trade.
Taylor, Frederick Winslow & Webb, Sidney & Webb, Beatrice
& Hobson, John A.
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62 sheets 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top left corner,
sections threaded with cotton string
Sound, except brown cover sheet creased
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24 pp. draft letter to 'Times' by Marshall on out-relief. First 8
pages are typescript, headed 'Ought out-relief to be ended or
mended'. He refutes criticism of his views by [Revd. John]
Llewellyn Davies. Reiterates his view that poor should be
consulted in the devising of any new scheme.
Other drafts on reverse of sheets. It does not appear that this
letter was ever published in the 'Times', so may not have been
completed.
Davies, John Llewellyn, Revd

24 sheets, 8 pages typescript 202 mm x 265 mm, 16 pp. MSS
145 mm x 230 mm, some used long side at top
Poor. Dirty, creased and small tears on edges
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Marshall Misc. Box 2 [part]
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Marshall, Alfred & Marshall, Mary Paley
1873 (attributed) and 1898.3.5-1921.4.30
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Trade Unions

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Free field
Person
Name

General notes on trade unions from a very long period,
possibly used in preparation of proposed second volume of
'Principles', the fifth edition (1907) or Marshall's later works.
1 p. title page on reverse of draft title for chapter II of
projected book on economic progress; 12 pp. (including title
page) headed 'Chapter I Introductory', most of which is
Marshall's 'general remarks on closing up' of work mainly on
trades unions; 1 p. headed 'Trade Unions Obstruction' citing
cotton industry; 3 pp. 'Etiquette and other sectional rules are
generally more elastic than they appear'; 1 p. on influence of
unions on wages; 1 p. on trade union membership; 4 pp. 1901
lecture notes on trade unions.
1 p. quote on troublesome nature of British bricklayers; 1 p. on
strikes stimulating improvements from [Samuel] Smiles
'Industrial Biography: Iron Workers and Tool Makers' (1884); 1
p. on domestic servants and trade unions from [William Lucas]
Sargant 'Recent Political Economy' (1867); 1 p. on trade
unionism and international trade; 5 pp. headed 'Remedies for
Seasonal Unemployment' including 'Times' cutting citing
[Nicolaas Gerard] Pierson 'Principles of Economics'.
3 pp. headed 'Production as Dependent on Consumption'; 1 p.
on influence of trade unions over wages; 1 p. on social good
of Trade Unions; 1 p. Mary Paley Marshall's 1921 notes on
miners strike and effect of pooling profits and wages; 5 pp. on
general efficiency of trade unions.
26 pp. within folded sheet headed 'Trades Unions, General
Theory of', first 20 are very early notes (c1873) by Marshall
covering possibility that bricklayers could achieve large rise in
wages by striking, looked at from position of employers and
unions, conclusion said to be impartial. Cites work of [John
Stuart] Mill, [John Elliot] Cairnes and [William Thomas]
Thornton. Then 6 pp. notes from works of [James] Sterling,
Grey and [Thomas] Brassey on trade unions.
1 p. (folded) on collective bargaining; 6 pp. on positive and
negative effects of trades unions; 37 pp. (very small) notes on
trade unions which appear to have been used for lecture.
Pencil notes of other Economists' views on reverse, including
[Robert] Giffen, [Herbert Somerton] Foxwell and [Charles]
Booth; 26 pp. (very small, cut to form index down right side)
covering origin of trade unions in gilds, their good effects,
apprentice regulations, notion of limited workfund, ultimate
benefits, precepts, residuum.
Smiles, Samuel & Sargant, William Lucas & Pierson, Nicolaas
Gerard & Mill, John Stuart & Cairnes, John Elliot & Thornton,
William Thomas & Sterling, James & Brassey, Thomas &
Grey, ? & Foxwell, Herbert Somerton & Giffen, Robert &
Booth, Charles
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140 sheets of various sizes, from 115 mm x 145 mm to 228
mm x 287 mm. Many are 202 mm x 123 mm
Generally poor. Older notes are dirty and have roughly cut or
torn edges
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Marshall 5/22/1
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Marshall Misc. Box 2 [part]
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Taxation

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary
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General notes from over a long period on various forms of
taxation. Few seem to have been intended for any particular
publication.
6 pp. including title sheet 'misleading influences of expert
evidence in regard to export and import duties'; 9 pp. on
protection, including question of definition, rent as measure of
national prosperity, tariff policies, free trade and industrial
freedom, the home market, limitations of waste of protection in
cotton trade; 8 pp. annotated 'taxes on houses' (thought by
Marshall to be notes for an unspecified 1907 conference).
1 p. title page 'taxation'; 1 p. table of [Leone] Levi's estimate of
incidence of taxation in the United Kingdom 1842-1882,
reproduced by means of Marshall's 'electric pen'; 1 p.
economic duty of each generation to its successors; 1 p. on
income tax; 1 p. on taxes citing work by [Josiah] Stamp; 1 p.
on national self sufficiency; 1 p. on deer forests versus timber;
1 p. on taxes on site rent to provide fresh air etc; 1 p. on
imposing tax on luxury goods to benefit working classes.
1 p. transcript of 5 July 1900 by Marshall of postcard to him
from [Francis Ysidro] Edgeworth on tax of ground rents and of
Marshall's reply [do not survive in Marshall correspondence];
1 p. on taxes ad valorem citing USA war revenue tax on
cigars; 3 pp. on taxes on luxury; 3 pp. headed 'Human nature
and the evasion of heavy taxes', previously 'The permanent
and the transitional in man's life and work'; 2 pp. on taxation
after 1914-18 war citing [Andrew] Bonar Law and 'Economist'
article; 2 pp. (cut from notebook, numbered 217 and 219) on
tax on profits and on grades; 1 p. influence of modes of
taxation on wages.
3 pp. on taxes on luxuries and motor car tax; 2 pp. on taxes
on saving; 5 pp. on hypothetical tax on coinage; 1 p. on
progressive income tax; 1 p. on international levels of prices;
1 p. on nature of taxes; 1 p. on gradual development of
relationship between local and central government, on reverse
of chapter heading 'Some gradual changes in the special
interests of particular branches of industry and trade'; 1 p.
reference to article on taxes on capital.
Stamp, Josiah & Edgeworth, Francis Ysidro & Levi, Leone &
Law, Andrew Bonar
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59 sheets, varying in size from approx. 105 mm x 125 mm to
215 mm x 264 mm. Many are 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole
top left corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Generally sound, few sheets dirty and creased on edges
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Summary
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Municipal (and other local) duties and rights

Content
Summary

2 empty brown envelopes which were with notes on taxation.
One has title label 'Municipal (and other local) duties and
rights', annotated 'good material for an impossible chapter..'
The other once contained notes on taxes on exports collected
1911.
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2 brown open-ended envelopes 145 mm x 219 mm
Worn on edges
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Marshall, Alfred
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Protection & Retail prices

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary

Summary
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General notes from over a long period.
Open-ended brown envelope used as title page, annotated
'limbo' 7 Feb 1924; 1 p. on protection and trade unions; 1 p.
on protectionist strategy for safeguarding minor industries; 2
pp. on Patent Law; 1 p. on patents; 4 pp. essay question on
protection set by Marshall and notes on doctrine that
consumer pays tariffs; 2 pp. on notional case of a country
taxing imported manufactures; 3 pp. (incomplete) notes on
protection; 1 p. note of 6 points on protective tariffs.
Title sheet '8 Retail prices'; 5 pp. headed 'Retail prices:
General causes of their untrustworthiness' (first sheet is
re-used outline of 'Book V' on credit, functions of banks etc.,
Sept 1913); 1 p. citing [Augustus] Sauerbeck on retail prices;
8 pp. (numbered 105-112) on cases which illustrate the effect
on retail prices of commodities in limited or fitful supply,
including strawberries; 6 pp. on organized middlemen in
agricultural marketing and development of co-operatives; 2
pp. on attempt to standardize meat marketing, relative to
prices; 1 p. (folded) tables of products of the soil and livestock
from [Leone] Levi and Arthur Young; 1 p. from Arthur Young
on effect on prices of distance from London.
1 p. predicting price levels after end of First World War; 1 p.
on retail price of bread in 1836 using Report of Select
Committee on State of Agriculture, 1836; 1 p. on retail prices;
1 p. typescript on effect of memory in thinking things better
quality and value in past; 1 p. headed 'Plethera of retailers'
citing work of [Simon Nelson?] Patten; 1 p. on wholesale and
retail prices; 2 pp. (cut from notebook) on percentage added
by retailer to wholesale prices, role of middleman, monopoly
on production of certain items, citing others' work.
Levi, Leone & Young, Arthur & Patten, Simon Nelson &
Sauerbeck, Augustus
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49 sheets of various sizes, mostly sheets 202 mm x 125 mm,
filing hole top left corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Generally sound, some earlier sheets dirty and creased
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Speech notes on small sheets of paper, also notes on
arbitration for Labour Commission Report, 1894.
8 pp. (torn from notebook, numbered 24-35) annotated by
Marshall 'From notes for Labour Commission Report' on
proposed powers of arbitration board and its constitution; 7
pp. (3 folded sheets, 4 half sheets) suggestions for Labour
Commission Report on arbitration board, formation of bureau
of information, government purchase of surpluses,
government employment schemes, profit sharing.
11 pp. notes for speech to Garden City meeting on 'Where to
house the London Poor' and printed precis of T.C. Horsfall
'The Housing Question' (1902); open-ended brown envelope
which originally contained 17 pp. Marshall's speech notes for
May 1901 Cambridge Conference of Charity Organisation
Society (some possibly from another meeting), outlining both
positive and negative aspects of their work, criticising their
name and anti-socialist line taken in their journal; 1 p. quote
from what Marshall said at C.O.S. conference about rights of
property.
Horsfall, T.C.

45 sheets including envelope, mainly notebook pages 97 mm
x 155 mm or sheets 202 mm x 125 mm or halved, filing hole
top left corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Sheets have rough edges where torn from notebook, one very
creased
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General notes on economic and racial aspects of migration. A
few are more concerned with local wage variation and
Government control.
1 p. title sheet; 5 pp. on nationality; 4 pp. on migration and
fluctuation, mainly on USA, from I.C. Report (not identified); 1
p. Marshall's note on migration; 1 p. on Italian migration to
Brazil; 5 pp. headed 'tariffs and migration'; 1 p. headed 'T.R.
[?tax revenue] and emigration' on amount of capital
theoretically lost to U.K. by emigration of 150,000 people a
year; 1 p. on decline in German emigration possibly due to
national insurance scheme.
27 pp. (from different times) on German emigration, migration
and prosperity, migration and surplus formulation (reading
uncertain) citing work of [Wilhelm Georg Friedrich] Roscher
and [Thomas Robert] Malthus, local variation in purchasing
power, book review on Belgian population from 'Yale Review';
7 pp. on trade with and immigration of 'inferior races' in
relation to national wellbeing; 1 p. note from 'Economist' article
on nationalization of mines; 1 p. citing Report of Royal
Commission on Cost of Living of the Working Classes, 1908,
supporting graduated pay for postal workers with regard to
local cost of living; 3 pp. on need to forecast future when
taking on major economic undertakings; 1 p. on post office
charges by distance; 1 p. on Fabian doctrines and
Government control.
Malthus, Thomas Robert & Roscher, Wilhelm Georg Friedrich

60 sheets, mainly 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top left
corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Generally sound
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General notes on international trade, particularly Imperial
preference, probably used in writing of 'Money Credit and
Commerce'.
8 pp. including title page 'I[nternational] T[rade] Federation
Commercial including Customs Union between UK and her
Colonies', notes on England's colonies trade with UK, on
article on trade by [Alfred William] Flux in 'Statistical Journal'
and on Haynes' scheme for Commercial Federation (4 pp. in
another hand); 9 pp. notes on business and ideal aspects of
imperialism with particular reference to India and cotton, citing
work of [Romesh Chunder] Dutt; 3 pp. headed 'Imperialism
and centralization' intended for 'book IV'; 2 pp. on functions of
government in relation to progress; 2 pp. on aims of
government, the Press and public opinion; 2 pp. (much
amended) on national debt.
1 p. title page 'British dependencies'; 2 pp. on Imperial
Federation; 1 p. Marshall's proposal for Imperial Federation
citing Davidson's book on subject; 1 p. on protection in minor
countries; 2 pp. on Canadian preference from work of Hobson;
4 pp. on preferential duties from [Vincent Henry Penalver]
Caillard 'Imperial Fiscal Reform' (1903); 1 p. notes on
Canadian preferentials from article in 'Economist'; 2 pp. on
benefits to UK of Colonial Preference apropos speech by
[Arthur James] Balfour.
1 p. on Australian protection; 1 p. on exports of country 'B'; 1
p. note on 'Anglosaxondom' versus Imperialism; 3 pp. (from
different times) on Anglosaxondom; 4 pp. (numbered 27,
29-31) on German Zollverein and possible commercial union
of British Empire.
Flux, Alfred William & Haynes, [?] & Dutt, Romesh Chunder &
Davidson, [?] & Caillard, Vincent Henry Penalver & Balfour,
Arthur James
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50 sheets, mainly 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top left
corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Generally sound, some ink blots and rust marks from
paperclips
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Patents

Content
Summary
Summary

Notes on patents, possibly used in the writing of 'Industry and
Trade'.
1 p. title sheet on reverse of deleted title for first chapter of
Marshall's proposed volume on Economic Progress; 1 p. note
on possible result of restrictions on developing English
patents abroad; 6 pp. headed 'Constructive uses of Patent
Rights, Functions of Government in regard to property in
ideas'; 17 pp. (numbered 101-116) note on patents and
copyrights, intended for publication as paragraph number 10.
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25 sheets 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top left corner,
sections threaded with cotton string
Generally sound
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Notes on preferential taxation and draft of part of Marshall's
essay 'National Taxation After the War'.
1 p. title page on reverse of heading for chapter on nature of
economic progress; 1 p. on preferences obtained by raising a
tariff wall, referring to India; 2 pp. outline definition of
preferentials, later annotation; 1 p. on movement of Canadian
wheat; 12 pp. (from different times) on wheat prices including
3 printed pages statistics, butter imports, 'laissez vivre'; 2 pp.
(folded, incomplete, part typescript) 'Economic and political
considerations in regard to Preferential taxes'.
2 pp. on preferential taxation; 1 p. on how United Kingdom
manufactures should still be able to outstrip protected
countries; 37 pp. (numbered 104-140 in blue, 31-69 in pencil)
on supply of foodstuffs in time of First World War and policy of
taxes on imports which discriminate in favour of particular
sources of supply (part of text is same as earlier 2 typescript
pages). [Some sections of this used in Marshall's article
'National Taxation after the War', pp. 313-345 of 'After-War
Problems' ed. William Harbutt Dawson (1917)].
Dawson, William Harbutt
Ec policy - protection
Ec policy - tariffs
Publications - National Taxation After the War, 1917
Prices - wheat
War 1914-18 - food supply
59 sheets, mainly 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top left
corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Some sheets dirty, folded sheet acidic and torn on top edge
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Tariff Problems

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary

Summary
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Mainly short notes on theoretical effects of various forms of
tariff.
1 p. title page on reverse of title page first chapter proposed
volume on economic progress; 10 pp. on 'scientific tariff' for
Britain; 1 p. headed 'combative tariff policy'; 2 pp. on high
tariffs and the migration of capital; 2 pp. including mounted
press cuttings on speeches by [Michael Edward] Hicks-Beach
and [Arthur James] Balfour at Colston Banquet, Bristol 13 Nov
1903; 1 p. on combative tariffs; 1 p. on tariffs and migration of
capital including cutting on Sunlight soap; 2 pp. (from different
times) on combative duties; 2 pp. on incidence of duties and
influence of balance of trade.
2 pp. mounted 'Times' cuttings of Marshall's published letters
on export duty on coal 1901; 10 pp. (numbered 83, 95-100 in
blue) on incidence of import duties annotated 'Ye summary of
ye summary chapter of B as it was originally'; 2 pp. on import
duties on raw materials; 1 p. on temporary import duties; 1 p.
question on duties; 1 p. on incidence of customs duties; 1 p.
on railway preferential rates for exports; 1 p. three questions
on taxes; 2 pp. (folded) on effect on prices of export duty on
tea; 2 pp. on international trade and railway rates, most
favoured nation.
1 p. on reciprocity; 2 pp. (from different times) on combative
tariffs; 1 p. on terms of interchange; 1 p. on commercial
treaties; 1 p. on emigration of capital; 1 p. on modern
difficulties of tariffs; 1 p. on tariffs between X and Y; 2 pp. on
tax on imported apples; 1 p. on tax on bananas; 18 pp. on
'neighbourhood' monopolies and duties on bulky goods,
especially coal, citing work of [David] Ricardo and [William
Stanley] Jevons; 2 pp. on tariffs and stability; 1 p. on fiscal
experiments; 1 p. on 'principle of free trade'; 1 p. on
international trade and reciprocity; 6 pp. general conclusions.
Hicks-Beach, Michael Edward & Balfour, Arthur James &
Ricardo, David & Jevons, William Stanley
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86 sheets, almost all 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top left
corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Sound apart from two large folded sheets which are very
brittle and worn on edges
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Export prices and dumping
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Notes from different times originally contained in open ended
brown envelope headed 'Export prices and dumping not used
in III IX'.
5 pp. on export prices to other markets in the same country
and export prices for abroad without protective duty; 5 pp.
headed 'occasional sales under full normal price. export
prices'; 1 p. on systematic selling abroad below normal cost; 3
pp. on dumping, citing volume 1 of Report of B[irmingham]
Comm[ittee] [for Tariff Reform]; 2 pp. on anti-dumping
protection citing work of H. Dietzel; 4 pp. (from different times)
on dumping; 2 pp. notes headed 'B A' on cartels, possibly for
British Association meeting in Cambridge Aug 1904; 2 pp.
headed 'Monopolies in relation to I[nternational] T[rade]
doctrines'; 1 p. on international trade and combinations; 1 p.
on trade and trusts.
Dietzel, H

27 sheets 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top left corner,
threaded with cotton string
Sound, apart from outer sheets dirty. Envelope acidic and
worn on edges
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Dumping. Monopolies
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Mainly draft sections intended for publication, but also notes.
Last section possibly used at British Association meeting in
Cambridge, August 1904.
1 p. title sheet on reverse of title for Book I 'Conditions and
methods of economic progress'; 1 p. question on dumping
with brief outline of answer; 4 pp. on dumping including press
report from speaker at Birmingham 2 Jan 1906; 6 pp. on
cartels and effect of rise in prices in stimulating enterprise and
increasing plant; 17 pp. (numbered 27-9, 32-44) draft on
mutual dependence of monopolies, with examples from land
holding and industries [footnotes refer to editions, ? for
revision of 'Principles'].
9 pp. draft on modern economics of production in different
countries, sizes of works etc; 4 pp. headed 'Protected
industries selling abroad cheaply'; 2 pp. headed 'Monopolist
desire to be allowed to discriminate', with Marshall's demand
curve for oil to illustrate this; 3 pp. on international trade
competition from work of Kenicht?; 4 pp. on adapting price to
individual consumer; 15 pp. on selling at a loss and
protectionist policies, all but title page in unidentified hand,
headed 'proposed paragraph 2 of App. E. Large paper tied on
temporarily for B[ritish] A[ssociation]'.
Kenicht?

66 sheets, 14 approx. 227 mm x 150 mm, 52 sheets 202 mm
x 125 mm, filing hole top left corner, sections threaded with
cotton string
Rust marks from paperclips, larger sheets worn on edges
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German Getreider Politik [corn policy]

Content
Summary
Summary
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Almost all Marshall's notes on other people's published works,
originally contained in brown open-ended envelope.
3 pp. notes from work of [Ludwig] Pohle on changes in
German economy and outline of what Marshall wished to
include in Book 'I VI' on Germany; 2 pp. on German tariffs
from 'Frankfurt Report' 1908; 3 pp. headed 'Protection to
agriculture' from work of [?Heinrich] Conrad; 3 pp. notes from
Pohle; 3 pp. on rye and wheat from works of Conrad and
?Dade; 1 p. (folded) on rye in Russia and Germany citing
[Lujo] Brentano; 1 p. on German wheat certificates; 1 p. on
Germany's protective policy and agriculture citing [Russell]
Rea 'Free Trade in Being' (1908); 1 p. on German productivity
from 'Agricultural Statistics'[not identified]; 1 p. on selfishness
of agrarians citing 'Economist' articles; 1 p. on wheat citing
Conrad; 1 p. note on work on Germany; 1 p. cutting from
'Times' of speech on national population growth and Free
Trade by Sir E[dward] Grey.
Pohle, Ludwig & Conrad, ?Heinrich & Dade? & Brentano, Lujo
& Rea, Russell & Grey, Edward, Sir
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22 sheets, 21 sheets 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top left
corner, sections threaded with cotton string. 1 sheet 202 mm x
254 mm, brown open-ended envelope which originally
contained notes
Notes sound, envelope torn on edges
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War

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary

Notes and drafts on economic aspects of First World War.
1 p. title sheet on reverse of title page for section of proposed
volume on economic progress; 7 pp. on ethics of internatonal
policy and 'The proposed economic war to follow The [in bold]
war'; 1 p. headed 'National Ideals' on loss of international
goodwill; 4 pp. (last blank) headed 'The nature and limits of
the solidarity of the economic interests of different nations with
special reference to the economic effects of war'; 5 pp. (last
blank) on inflation in war period.
4 pp. typescript 'Scheme for providing licenses to purchase
food, to be arranged in advance, to meet the possibility that
the submarine blockade may become effective'; 3 pp.
typescript (numbered 61-3) on import taxes which discriminate
in favour of particular sources of supply, annotated that little
used in 'National Taxation after the War' but for use in
'Industry and Trade'; 3 pp. typescript (renumbered 9-11, 11 is
duplicate of first version of 10) on means of calculating real
cost of the War, annotated that might be used for letter to
journal.
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28 sheets, 18 sheets 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top left
corner, sections threaded with cotton string, 10 sheets 202
mm x 260 mm
Some sheets dirty
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Notes and printed material from a wide period on prices,
loans, debt, international trade and currency systems in time
of war.
1 p. printed appeal from Cambridge War Thrift Committee
annotated by Marshall; 1 p. (numbered 149-50) torn from
'Ways and Means' 16 August 1919 for article on profiteers,
annotated by Marshall; 1 p. note on war profits citing
'Economist' article; 6 pp. on theoretical effect of war upon
prices; 1 p. Marshall's note to himself to emphasize
relationship between amount of gold in currency and prices in
chapter 3; 1 p. note on government policy on railways during
War; 2 pp. on war finance and the trade corporation citing
'Economist' article.
5 pp. Mary Marshall's notes on effect of war on prices from
[Thomas] Tooke 'A History of Prices' vol 1 (1838); 3 pp.
headed 'The military responsibilities of England require that
she should not only remain prosperous but should also
maintain a strong economic position relating to other nations';
2 pp. on international trade competition in war; 1 p. on war
loans; 13 pp. draft on 'Relations of the great war to currency
systems', revealing Marshall's changing views from period of
Gold and Silver and Indian Currency Commissions, annotated
'for Industry and Trade'.
4 pp. 'general observations' on danger of submarine blockade
to England's trade; 2 pp. Mary Marshall's notes headed 'Evils
of Britains large debt, even though mainly held at home'; 1 p.
(folded) 'Patriotism enables some Government work to be
done with little waste in war time (though of course it gives
great opportunities for sharks)'.
Tooke, Thomas

44 sheets of various sizes, 36 sheets 202 mm x 125 mm, filing
hole top left corner, sections threaded with cotton string.
Printed appeal 202 mm x 303 mm, journal page approx 230
mm x 317 mm, Tooke notes 145 mm x 230 mm
Some sheets dirty, otherwise sound
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12 pp. Marshall's unfinished draft letter to 'Times' on training
required for a headmaster, in reply to published letter from
C.A. Allington, headmaster of Shrewsbury School, 2 pp. text
of which is appended. Marshall argues need to raise standard
of university entrance and Pass degree examinations in
sciences and reduce compulsion to study two 'dead'
languages. Governing bodies of public schools should be
'many sided' and headmasters not all from the literary side.
Annotated by Marshall that kept as useful material for some
manifesto when used in conjunction with his letter published in
'Times' of 3 March 1905.
Allington, C.A.

14 sheets approx 205 mm x 130 mm, filing hole top left
corner, threaded with cotton string
First page dirty and smudged, otherwise sound
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Extremely varied notes, including some from about 1874. No
obvious overall subject area, although several sections on
functions of government and the ideal state. Lecture notes
have been moved to Marshall section 3.
1 p. headed 'Functions of Government, Railway Rates' citing
'Economist' article on proposed Bill; 1 p. headed 'upshot' on
solutions to conflicts of interest, citing German government
subsidy of water transport; 1 p. quotations on bases of free
trade from Tremayne 'Protection and the Farmer'[not
identified] and [Elijah] Helm on the cotton industry in Harold
Cox 'British Industries under Free Trade' (1903); 1 p. on
government monopolies versus private monopolies; 1 p. notes
on ways nations govern their governors, especially in
economic affairs; 3 pp. headed 'Municipal trading accounts'; 2
pp. on book trade headed 'Small cases in which high tariffs
injuriously affect other countries' industries'.
5 pp. on regulation of railways, trusts and trade unions; 3 pp.
questions on functions of government; 8 pp. on central and
local government including tabular assessment of various
functions; 3 pp. on argument for unequal wealth; 10 pp. draft
headed 'II The several functions of individual, associated, and
collective enterprise in industry and trade'; 14 pp. draft section
(incomplete) on ideal community of artisans, concept of
maximum aggregate satisfaction, Marshall's impressions of
communistic societies in USA in 1875 and ways of valuing
work.
5 pp. headed 'IV I The prima facie case for freedom of
contract neglecting influence on conjuncture'; 9 pp. varied
notes on characteristics of economically capable man,
industrial organization, trusts and prices, control of industry,
economics and politics citing Rene Brunet 'The German
constitution' (trans. 1923), marginal utility, interest, fixed work
fund fallacy; 3 pp. on advertising; 5 pp. on methods of
advertising; 2 pp. headed 'consumption in relation to
production'; 1 p. on happiness from an economic view; 3 pp.
(incomplete) on relative positions of office workers and
artisans.
2 pp. early demand curves and explanation headed 'Total
utility of foreign trade'; 1 p. headed 'notes for conclusions on
collective v individual enterprise and business'; 2 pp. copy
typescript Marshall's opinions on educational reform,
Cambridge should increase opportunities for scientific
research, Previous exam should be remodelled leading to
wider fields of study at school, should consider a BSc degree
as well as BA; 3 pp. (incomplete) typescript on growth of
German economy and need for England to maintain free trade
and 'fluidity', first page annotated by Marshall that this is only
useful idea for publication to be got out of the paper, and by
Mary Marshall that is from speech in 'Bankers Magazine'.
Lecture notes on 'Individual interests and public wellbeing'
from 1883 onwards and from 1900 moved to section 3.
Tremayne, [-] & Cox, Harold & Helm, Elijah & Brunet, Rene
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89 sheets of various sizes, most 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole
top left corner, sections threaded with cotton string, but some
half this and some larger
Early larger sheets damaged on edges, smaller sheets
generally sound
Verbatim transcript first page 'Total utility of foreign trade'
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867-1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol 1, pp 279-81
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Very varied notes from a long period, several sections being
concerned with the functions of government.
1 p. on a tax on advertising as instance of evil of interference;
1 p. headed 'socialism' giving Ferdinand Lassalle's definition
of the 'night-watchman' State; 1 p. note on New South Wales
Government's sale of public lands; 1 p. on regulation of
charges of Public Corporations; 1 p. headed 'Laissez Faire' on
'wise favouritism' versus open competition in Government
contracts; 2 pp. on public franchises; 1 p. on privileges given
to German steel production; 3 pp. draft (incomplete) on
industrial quality, quantity and leadership; 3 pp. draft headed
'Ideals' on federation of British Empire and its economic
strength to defend itself against hostility on trade routes.
1 p. on absolute fixing of economic functions of Government;
5 pp. draft on functions of Government and how they
resemble directorate of joint stock company; 1 p. headed
'Book XII' giving cross references to cooperation; 1 p. on
sectional interests; 1 p. on calculation of average wages; 1 p.
on changes in wages citing work of Wood; 1 p. on
combinations in business and of workers; 1 p. headed
'Adjustment'; 1 p. on American methods of increasing workers'
efficiency citing Fraser 'America at work' [not identified]; 6 pp.
headed 'Government and Exchange, Loss by Exchange and
Position of Land Holders' mainly on value of Indian Rupee,
citing various works; 2 pp. on cases when Government should
support [reading uncertain] an industry.
1 p. Marshall's hypothetical questions on costing postal
packages in international trade statistics, merits of term
equilibrium of exchange, imposition of import duty and fines; 2
pp. on 3 classes of economic function of governments; 3 pp.
draft on rise of 'working classes' in economic affairs; 6 pp.
draft on difficulties of selecting able people for Government
employment; 2 pp. headed 'Government manufactures' on
Deptford dockers' conditions; 6 pp. on division between public
and private fields of work; 14 pp. on occupations, annotated
'For Book V. "Economic ideals. and tendencies towards their
realization"'. Cover general trends in employment due to
industrialization, output and German occupations (citing
'Gewerbe Statistik d. d. Reichs' 1895).
1 p. printed precis of book or lecture by Irving Fisher 'How can
the employer help the worker satisfy his fundamental human
instincts?' annotated by Marshall; 19 pp. draft on national
interest in raising children from a low grade to a higher,
including much on economic parasitism; 1 p. on how early
mechanical advance deprived textile workers of customary
protection, benefits not felt until after Napoleonic Wars; 3 pp.
on home industries and [Beatrice and Sidney] Webbs' bias
against them; 2 pp. on modern spirit in business, citing
workers' 'consultation committee'.
Lassalle, Ferdinand & Fisher, Irving & Webb, Beatrice &
Webb, Sidney & Wood, [-] & Fraser, [-]
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94 sheets, mainly 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top left
corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Mixed. Some sheets very dirty, marked by clips or with ink
blots
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Varied notes on relief of poverty in the aged, reduction of
working hours, wages and employment. Most are on larger
size of paper than most of Marshall's later notes.
1 p. title page 'Poverty' on reverse of list of letters of J.M.
Keynes, [John] Hilton and [James] Bonar; 1 open ended
brown envelope annotated 'For last book. Rich and Poor'; 1 p.
(folded) headed 'Wealth in relation to well-being'; 4 pp. (2
printed) text of Marshall's preliminary memorandum 'The Aged
Poor' to 1893 Royal Commission on the Aged Poor, with new
introduction and instructions to printer.
1 p. title sheet 'Labour'on reverse of draft title sheet for Book
III of Marshall's proposed volume on economic progress; 18
pp. headed 'Reduction of hours of labour. Notes in connection
with Labour Commission' [1891-4], also on relationship
between hours and wages; 6 pp. on regulation of wages,
theoretical effects of legal minimum wage; 1 p. (folded) on
'The value of a Man' including mathematical formulae; 6 pp.
on the value of an immigrant, citing work of [Thomas] Brassey
and others; 23 pp. (numbered 33-55, 52 duplicated) draft on
benefits of International Trade and Employment, much
annotated, probably for proposed second volume of
'Principles'.
Keynes, John Maynard & Bonar, James & Brassey, Thomas &
Hilton, John
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61 sheets of various sizes, from 178 mm x 115 mm to 225
mm x 296 mm, and one envelope 146 mm x 220 mm
Poor. Many sheets are dirty and worn on edges. Pages on
reduction of hours of labour have been unevenly trimmed,
including loss of text
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One large miscellaneous bundle, sections on wheat prices
and markets, prices, protective duties, local taxation,
absentee landlords.
8 pp. headed 'Notes for The Rise in the value of corn during
the Tudor Period', Marshall's draft letter to 'Economic Journal'
following his previous 'Reply' to William Cunningham's attack
on him in that journal, Sep 1892. Appears this letter was never
submitted; 1 p. on shapes of curves showing prices of wheat;
31 pp. draft (part numbered 20-46) headed 'X Chapter II.
Expansion and organization of markets for wheat' with many
annotations and footnotes, some in another hand; 1 p. HMSO
printed return of international wheat prices 1840-1912; 30 pp.
(numbered 38, 40-57, 89-95) including 2 typescript, on results
of repeal of Corn Laws for agricultural interests.
1 p. headed 'ch. XXI Applications of the th[eory] of
Int[ernational] trade to other industrial groups' giving examples
of curves resulting from barter [reading uncertain]; 3 pp. 1881
notes on case in which labourers increase their supply of
labour in consequence of a fall in wages and vice versa, with
curve and later annotation; 2 pp. on traits of character
required for different jobs; 2 pp. (numbered 235-7) abstract of
answer given to lecture question on whether family is the unit
for wages; 1 p. (incomplete) on Government and Trade
Unions, Factory Acts; 1 p. (incomplete) on war-time patriotism
and possible development of new ideas; 1 p. headed 'laissez
faire', on primary duty of government to enable everyone to do
his own business in safety.
1 p. note on calculation of real cost of munitions production in
First World War, by allowing for cost of plant; 2 pp. statistical
tables reproduced electronically by Marshall, of prices and
wages paid at Greenwich Hospital and [William Stanley]
Jevons' tables of United Kingdom production and
consumption figures; 1 p. on large markets and large scale
production in international trade; 1 p. note on railways in
self-governing colonies leading to increased U.K. exports to
them; 3 pp. headed 'I[ncreasing] R[eturns] in I[nternational]
T[rade]' on [Francis Amasa] Walker's article in 'Yale Review'
supporting F[rancis] Y[sidro] E[dgeworth] on maximum utility
of countries with a protection policy; 8 pp.(much annotated) on
results of hypothetical French demand for English petroleum.
6 pp. headed 'evidence a posteriori as to the influence of the
tax on coal', including 1910 printed article; 11 pp. on bounties
on sugar and German sugar beet production; 1 p. on tax on
coal; 1 p. on causes of high world prices; 1 p. on British trade
with new countries; 2 pp. on whether a tariff would tax mainly
rich men's luxuries; 1 p. on 'The producer is benefitted by the
exports, but only the consumer by the imports'.
1 p. title page 'Protection' on reverse of title sheet for Book I
chapter I of proposed book on economic progress; 3 pp. on
protection and sectional interests in UK; 11 pp. (numbered BJ
32-42, incomplete, note that continues on typed pages) on
preferential or discriminatory duties; 1 p. on tariffs and
manufactured imports; 2 pp. and open-ended envelope on
why impossible to accurately estimate 'the height of duties
charged by a country' by various methods; 1 p. on 'what is an
average duty on imports of 20%?'; 8 pp. on protective tariffs
and prices, would a protective tariff assist India to accumulate
gold, including copy in Mary Marshall's hand of letter of 10
Feb 1899 to [Francis Charles] Le Marchant.
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8 pp. (including brown title page and two typed pages) draft of
Book I chapter II 'National and sectional interests in
E[conomic] P[rogress]'; 43 pp. (including brown title page and
partly printed and typed pages) draft 'Appendix G.S.A.
Supplementary notes on the remuneration and employment
under settled conditions', based on 'Principles' Book VI; 1 p.
introduction to essay based on Marshall's article 'On Rent',
which appeared in 'Economic Journal', 1893.
9 pp. (stitched spine) printed offprint of 'On Rent' with
Marshall's annotations; printed copy Marshall's address to
twenty-first annual co-operative congress at Ipswich, 1889,
with annotations concerning reprinting; 11 pp. headed
'materials for Possibilities', mounted printed text with
Marshall's MS annotations on motivation of workers in
different fields, nature of industrial progress and public
opinion; 12 pp. 'materials for a final volume on Possibilities', 7
printed pp. (numbered 187-200) from Marshall's address to
Industrial Remuneration Conference held in Prince's Hall
Piccadilly, 28-30 Jan 1885 annotated for possible reprinting,
printed text of 'An Export Duty on Coal' from 'Economic
Journal' 1902.
Marshall, Mary Paley & Launhadt, Wilhelm & Eaton, J.S. &
Scholefield, Guy H.
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310 sheets, mainly approx. 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top
left corner, sections threaded with cotton string. Some larger
folded sheets, plus sewn offprint of 9 sheets and sewn
pamphlet of 9 folded sheets
Many larger sheets have worn edges, some sheets dirty
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A very miscellaneous bundle, within which there is a note,
probably of Mary Marshall's, that some have been retrieved
from a pile of Alfred's "scribbling paper". Marshall's
instructions to his typist are also illustrative of his working
methods. Much on railway freight costs and cartels and trusts,
also some of Marshall's printed articles.
1 p. title sheet of bundle on reverse of Marshall's compliments
slip; 6 pp. (including brown cover sheet) much amended
typescript on "aggregate satisfaction" derived from certain
sum of money, equilibrium of supply and demand in conditions
of free exchange; 1 p. title page 'Money Commerce and
Finance. The economic future. A Study of Organization,
national and international'; 5 pp. headed 'for chapter on index
numbers', including weighting [for 'Money Credit and
Commerce]; 2 pp. on causes that affect demand for currency;
6 pp. (torn from notebook, numbered 133-43 in blue) on
taxation; 1 p. Marshall's instructions to his copyist/typist on
how to deal with his MS. material; 6 pp. (numbered 9-14 in
blue, 7-12 in pencil) on railway development and 1888
Railway Commission.
10 pp. (numbered 16-22 in blue, 37-46 in pencil) on private
and public, personal and social credit; 3 pp. (numbered 87-9
and 96-8) footnote on railway transport costs citing [Wilhelm]
Launhadt and [J.S.] Eaton; 6 pp. (numbered 15-20 and 31-36)
on costs of different kinds of railway traffic; 30 pp. (numbered
77-107 in blue, 85-115 in pencil) draft on railway charges in
America, Interstate and State Commissions etc. citing
published works; 2 pp. (numbered 19-20 in blue) conclusion
on effects of industrial advance; 2 pp. on aggregation and
international trade in New Zealand citing Guy H. Scholefield
'New Zealand in Evolution'; 5 pp. on credit and changes in
relation of owners of business to risk taking; 5 pp. (incomplete,
numbered 3-7 in blue, 1-5 in pencil) on UK and USA railway
history as regards relationship between industrial monopolies
and public interests.
5 pp. (numbered 16-20 in blue) on railway costs in USA
compared with elsewhere, annotated on reverse 'scraps from
piles of MSS. wh. A used as scribbling papers' by ? Mary
Marshall; 6 pp. (incomplete,numbered 96-101 in blue) on USA
railways interstate competition; 7 pp. (partly numbered 93-7)
on monopolistic industries in USA, odd page on dumping; 49
pp. (numbered 3-11, 17-56 in blue) on USA cartels, oil Trust of
1882, USA industrial expansion c1895 onwards leading to
monopolistic trusts; 45 pp. (numbered 36-42, 44-65, 67-76,
78-83 in blue) on railway freight charges, ways of imposing
discriminatory duties, their effect on production costs, profit
versus public interest.
19 pp. blue draft title pages and preface sheets for various
proposed volumes, mainly 'Economic Progress' and 'Essays';
3 pp. blue draft title pages; 2 pp. draft preface to proposed
volume of Marshall's early works, 1922 or later; 6 pp. text
written on blue paper, on action by Trade Unions, skills
needed for modern business success, sectional interests in
business, how economic doctrines are liable to change over
time, note of page reference in newscuttings volume [see
Marshall 9/1] for Marshall's letter to 'Times' on 1909 Budget; 2
pp. cut from 'Socialist Review' 20 may 1912 on Lawrence,
Massachusetts strike in American Woollen Company mills.
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8 pp. (including brown title page and two typed pages) draft of
Book I chapter II 'National and sectional interests in
E[conomic] P[rogress]'; 43 pp. (including brown title page and
partly printed and typed pages) draft 'Appendix G.S.A.
Supplementary notes on the remuneration and employment
under settled conditions', based on 'Principles' Book VI; 1 p.
introduction to essay based on Marshall's article 'On Rent',
which appeared in 'Economic Journal', 1893.
9 pp. (stitched spine) printed offprint of 'On Rent' with
Marshall's annotations; printed copy Marshall's address to
twenty-first annual co-operative congress at Ipswich, 1889,
with annotations concerning reprinting; 11 pp. headed
'materials for Possibilities', mounted printed text with
Marshall's MS annotations on motivation of workers in
different fields, nature of industrial progress and public
opinion; 12 pp. 'materials for a final volume on Possibilities', 7
printed pp. (numbered 187-200) from Marshall's address to
Industrial Remuneration Conference held in Prince's Hall
Piccadilly, 28-30 Jan 1885 annotated for possible reprinting,
printed text of 'An Export Duty on Coal' from 'Economic
Journal' 1902.
Marshall, Mary Paley & Launhadt, Wilhelm & Eaton, J.S. &
Scholefield, Guy H.
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310 sheets, mainly approx. 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top
left corner, sections threaded with cotton string. Some larger
folded sheets, plus sewn offprint of 9 sheets and sewn
pamphlet of 9 folded sheets
Many larger sheets have worn edges, some sheets dirty
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Undated miscellanea from about 1880s, the period when
Marshall's handwriting appears particularly hurried and is
difficult to read. Annotated 'Odds and ends wh[ich] may be
worth fuller discussion at a future time', tied together but most
being one page notes.
1 p. headed 'University Reform' suggesting that Library should
be closed for staff holidays before stocktaking and not after it;
1 p. list of general reform ideas including using men's initials
in class lists; 1 p. headed 'On lines of cleavage in industry.
B.A.' outlining difficulty of movement between trades, division
between rich and poor; 1 p. (probably continuation of
previous) on groups of trades, comparisons with German and
American situations, appears to be outline of student lecture
or similar; 1 p. headed 'C.P.' on how classical economists
threw aside points which though striking were of minor
importance, while Germans leave out broad points; 1 p. 'Are
the puppies of dogs that pursue by smell blind for a longer
period than those of greyhounds, poodles etc'; 4 pp. headed ?
'ISFeN' relating to statistics and economics, the 'scientific
economist'; 1 p. headed 'C.P. Eth', 3 notes including 'Persons
with an academic turn of mind ought to see as little as
possible of others of an academic turn. Old to seek the young,
young the old.'
7 pp. which 'relates to outsider in relation to academic insider
in economics', including 5 pp. draft introduction to opening
address to Section F of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science (possibly begun before he decided
on 'Aspects of Competition' as his subject for Leeds Meeting,
1890, or for another session when chairman), 1 p. (reversed)
headed 'Law of Survival among animals' of Jan 1886,
hypothetical questions about evolutionary backwardness of
fish, 'farms and cities under the sea', high nervous tension etc.
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20 sheets approx. 235 mm x 145 mm, small filing hole top left
corner, sections threaded with cotton string
Jagged edges as if torn from notebook, also dirty and worn,
particularly outside sheets
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I[nternational] T[rade] Competition I[nternational] T[rade] and
Employment

1 p. title sheet on reverse of title page for 'Economic Progress
and other studies'; 8 pp. on U.K. occupations 1881-1901 from
the Census and 'broad points' of changes in character of
British industry, increase in manufacturing, conveyance of
goods and rise of commercial classes; 2 pp. on Japan's
greater rise in cost of living over efficiency, citing [Georg]
Gothein 'Der Deutsche Aussenhandel' (1901); brown
open-ended envelope plus 5 pp. comment on letter of Sir
B[ernard] H[enry] Holland in 'Westminster Gazette' 4 Nov
1909 on possible advantages of preference on effect of
international trade on home employment; 33 pp. draft section
on relationship between home employment and international
trade.
12 pp. on influence of increased supply by one industry on
employment in another, with and without international trade,
'how leadership affects Nat[ional] Div[?ision]', results of high
import duties on same country's exports; 7 pp. notes on
international trade and employment, merits and demerits of
stability in industries versus increasing exports; 5 pp.
Marshall's views on Beatrice and Sidney Webb on
international trade competition and wages, parasitic trades
and arbitration in 'Industrial Democracy', 1897; 1 p. citing
alleged quote of Abraham Lincoln on who profits from USA
buying steel rails from England; 3 pp. on how to estimate
manufactures qualitatively; 1 p. 'labour embodied in exports'; 1
p. on calculation of amount of wages which enter into each
£100 of exports; 10 pp. (numbered 2-11 in blue) draft section
on international values; 7 pp. (including 1 typed slip) on IT and
employment, giving various hypothetical results of changes in
international trade.
5 pp. headed 'I.T. in relation to employment. Importance of
home market', citing [Andrew] Carnegie on Adam Smith on
home trade, how to avoid double entries when calculating cost
of finished product citing USA census and [F.C.] Huber
'Deutschland als Industriestadt', 1901; 4 pp. on exports of
commodities which do and do not take much labour; 1 p.
'Instructive analysis of cost of production of woollen stuffs'; 1
p. on advantages of a country with large capital in IT
competition; 9 pp. notes from different times on 'mutual
influences of different parts of a country's external trade',
citing works of J. R[ussell] Smith, William Stanley Jevons,
D.A. Thomas and others.
1 p. headed 'success not necessarily worth having'; 3 pp.
headed 'Germany's land transport v[ersus] B[ritain]'s shipping
services'; 1 p. (reused) questions about Britain's international
trade in pig iron; 3 pp. on hand and home labour citing
?unpublished work by [William] Felkin on cottage labour in
Saxony; 2 pp. on the individual and efficiency and advantages
of English manufactureres; 2 pp. on IT competition in cotton
citing work of ?F. Hindley Smith on 1909 Budget; 4 pp. on IT
competition, food and physique; 3 pp. on effect of protection
on real wages; 1 p. Marshall's aide memoire to include
references on competition between wheat and other crops,
reasons for growth of Indian wheat exports.
1 p. on decline of British glass industry; 1 p. comparing
English and Danish farmers citing article in 'Statistical Journal'
1906; 1 p. on entrepot trade of London; 2 pp. on 'sea-mens

wages in relation to National Dividend'; 1 p. on water power
and viability; 1 p. on France's roundabout trade in silk; 4 pp.
on meaning of ?'cret par' citing article by [Robert] Giffen; 1 p.
on method of valuing coal exports; 3 pp. on Germany's
resources citing work of Good on 'Real Case for Tariff Reform'
[not traced]; 2 pp. on Germany's trade compared with
Britain's; 2 pp. on elasticity of supply including essay question;
1 p. on cotton manufacture in USA; 12 small pp. on changes
in nature of IT competition between Britain and other
countries, between 1846 and present, defending free trade
(probably notes for a speech).
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Gotheim, Georg & Holland, Bernard Henry & Webb, Beatrice
& Webb, Sidney & Lincoln, Abraham & Carnegie, Andrew &
Smith, Adam & Huber, F.C. & Smith, J. Russell & Jevons,
William Stanley & Thomas, D.A. & Felkin, William & Smith, F.
Hindley & Giffen, Robert & Good, [-]
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168 sheets, mainly sheets 202 mm x 125 mm, filing hole top
left corner, sections threaded with cotton string. Also some
smaller sheets, 5 larger and one brown, open-ended envelope
Larger sheets are dirty and worn on edges, some smaller
sheets dirty with rust marks from paperclips
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Buff envelope with title in Marshall's hand, containing 6 pp.
notes from different times on Marshall's difference of opinion
with [Francis Ysidro] Edgeworth on international trade curves.
Includes 3 diagrams, first two relate to India's notional export
of opium and effect of export or import duties on India's gains.
Third diagram and equation mention elasticity and are written
on back of drafts of Marshall's flysheet opposing degrees for
women.
Edgeworth, Francis Ysidro

Buff envelope 202 mm x 252 mm, which contained 6 sheets,
of varying size. Two are embossed sheets Balliol Croft writing
paper
Discoloured and creased
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Found between pp. 304-5 Marshall's copy of Andrew Carnegie
'The Empire of Business' in the Marshall Library, 15 Jan 1998
Cartels. Export prices.
1 p. notes on Germany's export trade in steel from [Andrew]
Carnegie 'The Empire of Businesss'.
Carnegie, Andrew

1 sheet blue paper 202 mm x 127 mm
Creased and dirty on one edge
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Found glued inside cover of 'Kontradiktorische Verhandlungen
uber Deutsche Kartelle, 4, Eisen und Stahl'(Rare Book 23 A
2.4) 15 February 2001.
Dumping. tin by Englishmen in Germany
1 p. Marshall's notes on tin dumping with reference to
published work of Schneider on Cologne tin trade and Kemp
Schneider & Kemp

1 sheet 127 mm x 202 mm, filing hole top left corner
acidic left and bottom edge, glue along top from when
attached to book

